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Office of the Commissioner of Customs, City Customs Commissiorerate,
P.B. No. 5400, C.R. Building, Queen's Road, tsengaluru - 560 001

PUBLIC NOTICE NO: 6L/2O2O dated t O.L2.2O2O
(DIN-20 Lo t L+ZMRo o!9 j3 3cac7
Subject:- Customs: ICES Advisory 4612020 - Further
Enhancements in ICES in respect of Faceless Assessment -reg.

Kind reference is invited to ICES Advisory 4612020 dated 09.12.2020
communicating the further Enhancements in ICES in respect of Faceless
Assessment, tn this regard please refer to ICES Advisories No. 32l2020 dated
13.09.2020, 3Bl202O dated 14.10.2020, 3912020 dated 16.10.2020 and
4212020 dated 13.11 .2020 describing therein the various facets,
enhancements, clarifications, etc. in respect of Faceless Assessment in
ICES. Continuing the spirit of System-based-facilitation based on feedback
from field formations, some more enhancements have been enabled in
ICES as mentioned below.

Option to seek approval for First Check in System: Para 2.3
(iv) of Board's Circular 4512020 dt 12.10.2020 mentions that, in the
exceptional cased not falling under Para 2,3 (i) but where the FAG has
genuine reasons to believe that a First Check examination report is
required for completion of assessment i.e., determination of valuation,
classification, rate of duty, and other parameters relevant for

2.

determination of Customs duty, the same may be ordered only with the
approval of Joint Commissioner/Additional Commissioner in the Customs
Automated System. An option has now been created in the System where
the FAG AC/DC can refer a Bill of Entry forJC/ADC's approval for first check
for such exceptional cases. The AC/DC can exercise this option while
confirming first check for a BE during assessment. Once the approval is
sought, the same can be given by the JC/ADC ih charge of that FAG using
the newly created Permission Approval option in the VDN role. Once the
permission is granted, the BE will automatically come to VDC for marking
to examination,

3.

Automatic reallocation of BEs pending with inactive officer
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ids: lnstances have been noticed where the BEs processed by a FAG
officer come back to her/his id after query reply, for reassessment etc.

while the ofticer is either on long leave or has got transferred/retired in
the meantime. Such BEs remain pending in the original officer's queue till
they are reallocated to the incumbent officer id by the VDC/VDN incharge. To avoid such delays, an automated proCeSS has now been
enabled in the System where any BE pending with an officer id who no
more has that role/group assigned, will automatically be marked to any
other officer of the same FAG having that role/group. This process will run
at the beginning of every day and assign such BEs to the active officer ids.
While this step is expected to significantly reduce delays in such cases, it

maybeappreciatedthattheprocesswillibeeffectiveonlywhenthedemapping of roles/groups for the outgoing officer is done in a timely
manner by the jurisdictional System Manager. lf the officer continues to
have the roles/groups assigned to her/him even while on long leave or
after transfer etc,, the BEs will continue to remain in her/his queue,

4.

Option to change priority: Option has now been created in the

VDC role to change the priority of BEs pending with the VAO where
deemed necessary.

5.

The above changes related to first check permission approval and
automatic reallocation of pending BEs will come into eftect from
LO.L2.2O2O in ICES. Difficulties faced, if any, may be emailed to
tal$Xam-seyo@r-Legale.g-Q,u-i:l and a copy be marked to
t e imles s @ iEe Q-a-Lg .q $*Y*J t..t'
Action to be taken in terms of decisions taken in this Public Notice.
will be considered as Standing Order for officers/staff.

6.

Any difficulties faced by the Trade may be brought to the notice of
the Joint commissioner of customt, lB,Uli,SEl%9"rp*Et5 arai

7.

l\alegave
16Date:

12-2O2O

15:06:53

**ftlsilA6fi'atPdffidl

Encl:As above.

COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS

Copy to:

1. The Chief Commissioner of Customs, Bengaluru Zone for information.
2. The Joint Commissioner of Customs, ICD Bengaluru

3. Bengaluru Customs Website.
4. Notice Board

CENTRAL BOARD OF INDIRECT TAXES & CUSTOMS
Dept, of Revenue, Ministry of Finance, Government of lndia
DGoS, Hotel Samrat, Chanakyapuri, New Delhi - j.1002L

Date: Dec 09th,

2O2O

Advisory No:46/2020
Category: Turant Customs
lssued by: DGoS, ICES

Subject: Further Enhancements in

ICES

in respect of Facetess Assessment

Reference is invited to the ICES Advisories No. 32/2020 dated 13.09.2020, 3g/2O20
dated L .LO.2O2O,39/2O2O dated 76.70.2020and42/2O2}dated13.L1.2020describingtherein
the various facets, enhancements, clarifications, etc. in respect of Faceless Assessment in ICES.
Continuing the spirit of System-based-facilitation based on feedback from field formations, some
more enhancements have been enabled in lcES as mentioned below.

1. option to seek approval for

First check in system: para 2.3 (iv) of Board,s
Circular 45/2020 dt 12.10.2020 mentions that , in the exceptional cased not falling
under Para.2.3 (i) but where the FAG has genuine reasons to believe that a First
Check examination report is required for completion of assessment i.e.,
determination of valuation, classification, rate of duty, and other parameters
relevant for determination of Customs duty, the same may be ordered only with the
approval of Joint Commissioner/Additional Commissioner in the Customs
Automated System. An option has now been created in the System where the FAG
AC/DC can refer a Bill of Entry for iC/ADC's approval for first check for such
exceptional cases. The AC/DC can exercise this option while confirming first check
for a BE during assessment. Once the approval is sought, the same can be given by
the JC/ADC in charge of that FAG using the newly created Permission Approval
option in the VDN role. Once the permission is granted, the BE will automatically
come to VDC for marking to examination.

2.

Automatic reallocation of BEs pending with inactive officer ids: lnstances have
been noticed where the BEs processed by a FAG officer come back to her/his id
after query reply, for reassessment etc. while the officer is either on long leave
or has got transferred/retired in the meantime. Such BEs remain pending in the
original officer's queue till they are reallocated to the incumbent officer id by the
VDC/VDN in-charge. To avoid such delays, an automated process has now been
enabled in the System where any BE pending with an officer id who no more has
that role/group assigned, will automatically be marked to any other officer of
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the same FAG having that role/group. This process will run at the beginning of
every day and assign such BEs to the active officer ids. While this step is expected
to significantly reduce delays in such cases, it may be appreciated that the
process will be effective only when the de-mapping of roles/groups for the
outgoing officer is done in a timely manner by the jurisdictional System Manager.
lf the officer continues to have the roles/group-s assigned to her/him even while
on long leave or after transfer etc., the BEs will continue to remain in her/his
q

3.

ueue.

Option to change priority: Option has now been created in the VDC role to
change the priority of BEs pending with the VAO r,rrhere deemed necessary.

to first

check permission approval and automatic
reallocation of pending BEs will come into effectfrom 10.12.2020 in ICES. Officers of
the FAGs under your charge may be guided suitably. Difficulties faced, if any, may be
emailed to saksham.seva@icegate.gov.in and a copy be marked to

The above changes related

team.ices@ icegatb.gov.i n.

Kshitij Jain

Deputy Director
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